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TIMOTHY GUILFORD WINS 1st WSOP CIRCUIT RING IN
FOXWOODS’ SECOND $250 TURBO EVENT
Guilford decided on a whim to play the $250 Turbo ring event, and takes it down
Timothy Guilford is the newest World Series of Poker Circuit Ring winner after taking
down the second $250 No-Limit Hold’em tournament of the Foxwoods series for $11,300.
Guilford defeated 226 other players on his way to the victory.
“I’m mostly in shock right now. I late reg’ed and within the first level I played I was down to
½ starting stack. But then I was able to build back and it was fairly stress free until the final
table,” Guilford said about his journey.
Once they reached the unofficial final table of ten, two players were eliminated relatively
quickly. But play really slowed down after that and they were 8-handed for nearly three full
hours. After 8th place was eliminated, it moved rather quickly again given the short stacks
of the remaining players.
“When we got down to three handed I lost a big all-in flip with pocket threes to ace-ten and
I was left with just over one big blind. I had 105,000 at 40,000/80,000, with a 10,000 ante. I
shoved blind and didn’t look until the river. I was called by a player holding ace-eight, and
knew the board ran out K-J-10-6-A. I turned over my first card, which was a ten, and the
second one was a king,” Guilford said excitedly. He then won a few more all-ins, and the
rest is history.
This is a big win for a player that says he mostly plays nightly events, and who prior to
today had just $777 in total lifetime poker earnings.
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